Dynamat
I am interested in Dynamat but I am worried about how much weight it will add to my
vehicle
Dynamat Xtreme is 25% thinner, 50% lighter and 4-5 times higher in damping efficiency than
Dynamat original. Weight is no issue when it comes to Dynamat, half a tank of petrol is
more than likely to weigh more than the Dynamat used on a fully Dynamatted car
What makes Dynamat different from other sound deadening companies?
Dynamat has a patented vector chemistry butyl formulae that’s combined with an
aluminium constraining layer. This makes for a very efficient, super sticky, odour free
lightweight product that deflects the vibration energy into silent energy rather than doing it
inefficiently in trying to stop the energy by adding weight to a panel using cheap look alike
materials like bitumen or asphalt. Extensive independent testing has proven that Dynamat
gives up to 10 time more damping than other sound deadening products on the market.
How easy is Dynamat to apply?
It could not be easier, it is a peel and stick application, once you have adhered it to your
chosen panel you will then need to roll it with a Dynamat roller to ensure there are no
bubbles and that it has stuck securely to your panel
Can Dynamat be re-used?
Once it has been applied Dynamat cannot be taken off and re-used, it is possible for it to be
removed if you have a lot of time and patience
Other than Dynamat Xtreme, what other sound deadening/heat reduction products do
Dynamat do?
Dynamat superlite – A thinner/lighter version of Xtreme
Dynaliner – Is a closed cell foam that is water and oil resistant, it provides acoustic isolation
and excellent thermal insulation for roof, firewall, floor, quarter panels and doors - Most
effective when used over the top of Dynamat Xtreme
Hoodliner – Hoodliner is designed to go under the bonnet of your vehicle, this is to help
reduce engine noise and heat coming through into the cab of the vehicle, once again it is
most effective when applied over the top of Dynamat Xtreme
Dynapad – DynaPad is a four-layer composite barrier that provides excellent acoustic
attenuation and thermal insulation – mostly used on the floor of the vehicle
Dynadeck – A carpet replacement that is waterproof and will also block out heat/road noise

